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Transformers vs. G.I. Joe - Transformers Wiki Transformers vs. G.I. Joe is a comic book "maxi-series" published by IDW Publishing between May 2014 and June
2016. It represents the first crossover between the two brands since IDW gained control of both licenses, and takes place in a separate continuity unrelated to either of
the "main" universes the company has developed for the 'bots and Joes. The Transformers vs. G.I. Joe: The Movie Adaptation comic ... Imagine a world where the
greatest comic book crossover of all time inspires a movie adaptationâ€¦ and that movie adaptation inspires its own comic book. Transformers vs G.I. Joe: The
Quintessential Collection by ... Presenting the entire 13-issue Transformers vs G.I. JOE series â€” full of Kirby crackle and the relentless fun of Scioliâ€™s vision
â€” plus the all-new Transformers vs G.I. JOE: The Movie Adaptation one-shot in one unforgettable edition.

Kidrobot Transformers Vs. G.I. Joe Mini Figures Photo Shoot The most recent Transformers Vs. G.I. Joe comic from IDW had a unique look and story that many
fans dig. Unfortunately it wouldnâ€™t translate well into fully functioning figures as we know them. Trypticon (G1) - Transformers Wiki - tfwiki.net Transformers
vs. G.I. Joe #12. Knights of Unicron. The Trypticon Dinobase, located on Planet Chaar, was the eighth venue for the Knights of Unicron on their 2014 "Till All Are
One" tour. Knights of Unicron. Titans Return marketing material. Transformers vs. G.I. Joe, Vol. 1 by Tom Scioli - Goodreads Transformers vs. G.I. Joe in the hands
of Tom Scioli is all kinds of crazy goodness. I didn't think his Jack Kirby-inspired art would mesh with the clean cut technology of Cybertronian mechanics and
military hardware but he made it work.

Transformers vs G.I. Joe Volume 3: Tom Scioli, John Barber ... While I admit to starting this series with little knowledge of either franchise, Transformers vs. G.I.
Joe won me over and stands on its own by rewarding your readership regardless of exposure to the toys/shows. Tom Scioli's Transformers vs. G.I. Joe: The Movie ...
Transformers vs. G.I. Joe: The Movie Adaptation Interior Art by Tom Scioli To a fresh reader, this one-shot might come off as the greatest thing ever, a big pile of
impenetrable weirdness or.
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